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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to formalize a fundamental theory for em-
bodying a stochastic performer binding concept in enacting a workflow procedure. In
general, when a workflow management engine enacts a workflow procedure, it has to
bind each of the corresponding activities up with at least two essential entities, such as
an invoked-application and a performer, together as necessary and sufficient conditions.
These concepts are embodied through an activity−to−application binding mechanism
and an activity−to−performer binding mechanism, respectively. In this paper, we are
interested in how to implement the activity−to−performer binding mechanism, in par-
ticular, by incorporating a stochastic formalism in modeling information control nets of
workflow procedures. Finally, we expatiate the details of the implications of the pro-
posed stochastic performer binding mechanism in terms of its usages and applications in
discovering human aspects of workflow-supported organizational knowledge.
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1. Introduction. Organizations have multiple models—some may be explicit and for-
mal; others are implicit and informal [1]. Some models focus on data processing, some
on process modeling, some on people and social networks, etc. A typical open-ended
meta-model for understanding, describing, and analyzing workflow procedures is the in-
formation control net (which is abbreviated as ICN.). Many organizational information
systems have been modeled using ICNs. The steady evolution of the ICN meta-model [5]
over the years has made available many augmentations (e.g. colored ICNs [17]) and many
perspectives (e.g. actor-oriented perspective [9][18]). The ICN consists of perspectives
[11] that include the process, the informational, and the resource (invoked-applications,
roles, and performers) perspectives.

Members of the ICN family of models have been used for modeling in numerous of these
domains. In this paper, we focus upon the human resource perspective. Organizations
have multiple historical information repositories [4]. For example, some may be trans-
action logs, communication records, runtime performer binding audit trails, etc. We are
especially interested in the logs (audit trail) of runtime performer bindings in enacting
organizational workflow procedures. By noting the relative frequency of each performer’s
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runtime bindings in such a log, we can assign occurrence probabilities [3][12][16] to these
performers’ runtime bindings during a modeling time of a workflow procedure. By as-
signing probabilities to the performer bindings in our ICN-based workflow model, we can
calculate the probability of every performer binding history of the model. Then we can
compare these two probability distributions. If this comparison is successful, then we can
define metrics such as the fidelity [2][13][19] of a model with respect to a log to quantita-
tively gauge our conceptual grasp of the organization. In this paper, we introduce a new
and novel concept of stochastic activity−to−performer affiliative bindings in ICN-based
workflow procedures as a new probabilistic extension of ICNs. This allows us to do both
qualitative and quantitative business intelligence analyses [8]. The main thrust of this
paper is concerned with presentation and characterization of extended information con-
trol nets with performers’ stochastic binding formalism, and its implications in terms of
discovering human-centered knowledge [14] in workflow-supported organizations.
Due to the page limitation, the paper is simply organized with a single major section

containing three subsections. In the next section, which is the main part of the paper, we
start from introducing the formal representation of control flow perspective and formally
defining the stochastic performer binding network to describe activity-to-performer affil-
iative bindings in the information control net modeling methodology. And we describe a
formal extension as well as a graphical extension of the basic information control net so
as to assign probabilities in specifying the activity-to-performer affiliative bindings with
an operational example of the library book acquisition workflow model, which was firstly
introduced in [19].

2. Stochastic Binding Formalisms in Information Control Nets. In this section,
we firstly introduce the original information control nets [6][17][19] by using the standard
terminology of graph theory. Next, we formally define a concept of stochastic bindings
by using the standard terminology of probability theory [3][7][10][12][16], and extensibly
amend the information control net with the proposed concept, formally and graphically
as well.

2.1. Control-flow Formalism. An information control net is a directed graph where
every node (or vertex) has a unique ID number, a (not necessarily unique) label, and
a type; every arc (or edge) is defined as an ordered pair <n1, n2> of nodes. Directed
arcs connect nodes, and semantically denote precedence. There are 7 node types defined:
activity, OR-fork, OR-join, AND-fork, AND-join, LOOP-fork, and LOOP-join.

• Each activity node, na, has in-degree, d
in, of one, and out-degree, dout, of one. The

exception is the one unique initial node, nI such that din(nI) = 0; and the one
unique final node, nF , such that dout(nF ) = 0. Semantically, activity nodes denote
activities, events or actions; and have at most a single predecessor node, npred, and
at most a single successor node, nnext.

• Each OR-fork node, nOF , has in-degree, d
in(nOF ) = 1, and out-degree, dout(nOF ) =

m where m is an integer, m > 1. Semantically, OR-forks denote choice or condi-
tional branch control nodes. They have a single predecessor node, and more than
one successor nodes, n1, n2, . . . , nm, of which only one can be chosen to execute
next during any execution sequence (exclusive OR semantics.) Each OR-join node,
nOJ , has out-degree, dout(nOJ) = 1, and in-degree, din(nOJ) = m where m is an
integer, m > 1. Semantically, OR-joins denote control flow alternatives coming to-
gether. They have a single successor node, and more than one predecessor nodes,
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n1, n2, . . . , nm. The completion of any one predecessor can trigger the execution of
nOJ during any execution sequence (exclusive OR semantics.)

• Each AND-fork node, nAF , has in-degree, d
in(nAF ) = 1, and out-degree, dout(nAF ) =

m where m is an integer, m > 1. Semantically, AND-forks denote concurrent execu-
tion of all successor nodes. They have a single predecessor node, and more than one
successor nodes, n1, n2, . . . , nm, of which only one can be chosen to begin execution
first during any execution sequence (AND semantics.) The probabilities associated
with the out-arcs denote the probability of each individual successor being the first
to begin execution. Each AND-join node, nAJ , has out-degree, dout(nAJ) = 1, and
in-degree, din(nAJ) = m where m is an integer, m > 1. Semantically, AND-joins
denote control flow alternatives synchronizing together. They have a single succes-
sor node, and more than one predecessor nodes, n1, n2, . . . , nm. The completion of
all predecessors triggers the execution of nAJ during any execution sequence (AND
semantics.)

• Each LOOP-fork node, nLF , has in-degree, d
in(nLF ) = 1, and out-degree, dout(nLF ) =

2. Semantically, LOOP-forks denote the final step of a repeated block of nodes. They
represent choice or conditional branch control nodes in which there is a choice be-
tween cycling back to repeat again the block via transferring to the corresponding
LOOP-join node or exiting the loop and continuing with the next node. LOOP-
fork nodes have a single predecessor node, and exactly two successor nodes. Each
LOOP-join node, nLJ , has out-degree, dout(nLJ) = 1, and in-degree, din(nLJ) = 2.
Semantically, LOOP-joins, which occur before their corresponding LOOP-forks de-
note the beginning of a repeated block of nodes. They have a single successor node,
and exactly two predecessor nodes. The completion of any one predecessor can trig-
ger the execution of nLJ during any execution sequence (exclusive OR semantics.)

2.2. Stochastic Performer Bindings Formalism. Additionally, an information con-
trol net has to formally define several types of affiliative bindings among the essential
components of workflow procedures, such as activity, role, performer, invoked applica-
tion, and relevant data entity types, as followings:

• Activity-To-Role Affiliative Bindings
• Activity-To-Performer Affiliative Bindings
• Performer-To-Role Affiliative Bindings
• Activity-To-Application Affiliative Bindings
• Activity-To-Data Affiliative Bindings

These affiliative bindings’ cardinalities are classified into one-to-one and one-to-many
affiliation types. On build-time of an ICN-based workflow model, we have to define all
of these affiliations types, whereas on run-time of the model their affiliative bindings are
bound to each other based upon the one-to-one (or one-to-many) affiliative relationships
that were specified during its build-time. In this paper, we are particularly interested in
the activity-to-performer affiliative relationships and their bindings in a probabilistic fash-
ion [12] on run-time, and which is represented by a novel concept of stochastic performer
binding network.

In order to adapt to a theory of probability in the stochastic performer binding network,
it is necessary to formally specify a probability on every pair of activity and performer.
Figure 1 illustrates a primitive construct of stochastic performer binding networks, and
the formal definitions of these binding networks are as followings:
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• A stochastic activity-to-performer affiliative binding network, which is abbreviated
as stochastic performer binding network, is a undirected affiliation graph where an
activity node has a unique ID number and a (not necessarily unique) label; every
arc (or edge) between the activity and its affiliated performers is defined as a pair
<na, pm> of bipartite nodes, and has a probability (in the (0,1] range) associated
with it denoted pr<na, pm>. Undirected arcs connect activity-nodes to performer-
nodes, and semantically denote affiliative relationships. The stochastic activity-to-
performer affiliation network is only applied to the activity type out of the 7 node
types defined in ICN.

• There are two types of activity, manual (human-intervention) activity and automatic
(human-nonintervention) activity:
- (∃{<nm

a , p1> . . . <nm
a , pk>} ∧ k ≥ 1): Semantically each manual activity node, nm

a ,
has affiliated with at least one performer or more.
- (No Arc between na

a and performers). Semantically, each automatic activity node,
na
a, has unaffiliated with any performer.

• Stochastically each affiliation arc is associated with a probability, which is one of P1

. . . Pm: (pr<n
m
a , p1> = P1 ∧ pr<nm

a , p2> = P2 ∧ . . . ∧ pr<nm
a , pk> = Pk ∧ P1 > 0.0

∧ P2 > 0.0 ∧ . . . ∧ Pk > 0.0 ∧ P1 + P2 + · · ·+ Pk = 1.0 ∧ 1 ≤ k)
• In a stochastic activity-to-performer affiliative binding network, the activity com-
partment consists of manual activity nodes and automatic activity nodes. Each
manual activity node, nm

a , has group-degree, d
group, of k, and each automatic activ-

ity node, na
a, has group-degree, d

group, of 0(zero): (dgroup(nm
a ) = k ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ |P| ∧

nm
a ∈ A)

• In a stochastic activity-to-performer affiliative binding network, the performer com-
partment consists of a set of workflow-performers affiliated into a corresponding
workflow procedure. Each performer node has multi-degree, dmulti, of l: (dmulti(pi)
= l ∧ 1 ≤ l ≤ |A| ∧ pi ∈ P)

• P is a set of workflow-performers, and A is a set of activities. |A| and |P| are the
numbers of activities and performers, respectively, that are involved in a specific
workflow procedure.

Figure 1. Primitive Construct on Stochastic Performer Binding Network

2.3. Information Control Net with Stochastic Performer Bindings. In this paper,
we assume that all admissible ICNs must be properly nested, and non-empty. Informally,
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properly nested means that all control constructs must be entirely contained within other
control constructs, and may not interleave nor have unstructured “GO TO” arcs. This is
defined formally in the follows sentences using the concepts of block initiation nodes and
block termination nodes. The control node types of OR-split, AND-split, and LOOP-join
are categorized as block initiation nodes. The control node types of OR-join, AND-join,
and LOOP-split are categorized as block termination nodes. An ICN is properly nested iff
there is a pairing of control nodes such that each OR-split is paired with an OR-join, each
AND-split is paired with an AND-join, and each LOOP-split is paired with a LOOP-join.
Conclusively, an ICN with stochastic performer bindings must be temporally combined
with manual activities and automative activities, and their control-gateways paired with
its block initiation/termination nodes, ni/nt, in such a way that:

Figure 2. The Library Book Acquisition Workflow [19]: An Information
Control Net and Its Stochastic Performer Bindings

• ni ≪ nt

• dout(ni) + din(ni) = dout(nt) + din(nt)
• (ni ≪ n∗

i ) =⇒ (n∗

t ≪ nt) where (ni, nt) and (n∗

i , n
∗

t ) are matched pairings
• Every execution sequence (path) that reaches ni must eventually reach nt

• Every manual activity, nm
a , has dgroup(nm

a ) = k and its affiliated performers have
dmulti(pi) = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. At the same time, every arc in a manual activity has a

probability, pr<nm
a , pk> = Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and

∑k

i=1 Pi = 1.0.
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(Note that the notation a ≪ b means that node a precedes node b in all simple paths to
b from the initial node of the graph.) A block initiation node is non-empty if there is at
least one activity node on each path to its matching block termination node. An ICN is
non-empty if it contains at least one activity (manual or automatic) node, and all block
initiation nodes are non-empty.

Figure 3. A Stochastic Activity-To-Performer Affiliative Binding Network
from the Extended Library Book Acquisition Workflow

As illustrated in the left-hand side of Figure 2, the classic definition of “basic ICN”
within the control flow perspective and the performer assignment perspective defines an
AND/OR graph in which manual activity nodes, denoted by large circles, can have one
incoming arc and one outgoing arc, and all manual activities have a group of performers’
identifiers (p1, . . . , p17) representing performers’ assignments. There are two exceptions:
the entry arc has no from-node, and the exit arc has no to-node. Parallelism and decision
making are modeled by AND/OR split and join control nodes. In this paper, we extend
the basic ICN definition by attaching probabilities to the bipartite arcs between manual
activity nodes and performer nodes. See Figure 2 for an extended ICN example diagram
of the library book acquisition workflow [15][19], and its bipartite arcs with probabilities
between activities and performers. These bipartite arcs and their probabilities are illus-
trated in the right-hand side of Figure 2. The arc labeled 0.20, for instance, allows the
manual activity node (nA) to bind to the performer, p1, with that probability (0.20).
Due to the page limitation, we won’t provide the details of the formal representation of

the stochastic activity-to-performer affiliative binding network and the details of how to
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generate it from the extended information control net with stochastic performer bindings,
in this paper. However, we can simply represent it through Figure 3 that is illustrating
a stochastic activity-to-performer affiliative binding network spawned from the extended
information control net with stochastic performer bindings of the library book acquisition
workflow [15][19]. As you see, the extended information control net has one-to-many car-
dinality in the mappings of activities and performers, and so a manual activity node may
have several bipartite arcs to the performers with their probabilistic labels; Contrariwise,
the mappings of performers and activities is one-to-many cardinality, and a performer
node may have several bipartite arcs to the activities with their probabilistic labels, too.

3. Conclusion. This paper has aimed to deliver a solid mathematical presentation of a
new and novel concept, which is the stochastic activity-to-performer affiliative bindings.
That is, we extended the notion of classic Information Control Nets so as to define new
concepts of stochastic performer bindings, which can be a possible way of implementing a
probabilistic performer binding mechanism in enacting workflow procedures. Based upon
this proposed concept, we can define metrics such as the fidelity of a workflow model with
respect to a log for quantitatively gauging our human-centered workflow behaviors of the
organization.

At this moment, it is important to emphasize that we didn’t differentiate the single-
performer binding activity type from the group-performer binding activity (realtime group-
ware activity) type that implies that a group of performers is simultaneously assigned to
cooperatively perform a single manual activity; almost all current available workflow mod-
els do not support such a realtime groupware activity type. Therefore, as a future work,
we need to cope with the concept of group-performer bindings in formalizing the proposed
concept.
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